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At some institutions the review and selection of course materials involves faculty collaboration 

and a shared responsibility to ensure course materials meet agreed-upon learning goals for 

students. Ideally, the decision on which course materials to use is based on the needs of the 

faculty teaching the course and the desired learning outcomes for the often diverse group of 

students taking the course.

Learning companies, including content, technology and services providers, want faculty to 

make an informed decision about the best course materials for their students. We recognize 

that this decision may be influenced by an ongoing debate filled with misconceptions about 

the relationship between traditionally published materials and Open Educational Resources 

(OER). OER are often confused with free online resources and sometimes characterized as 

incompatible with commercial learning resources. In fact, OER are one of many affordable 

options for faculty to consider when choosing course materials. 

In providing this resource, our goal is to provide information to help faculty to identify the best 

materials – commercial, OER, or a combination of the two – to support their desired learning 

outcomes for a specific course. 

Identifying The True Costs of OER
These materials are often defined as “free” because they can be freely used, modified and 

shared by the end user because they are in the public domain or published under free  

Creative Commons licenses.  

Selecting Quality Course Materials 
for Higher Education

Most faculty today have the academic freedom to choose from a staggering array 
of learning resources to support their classes. Many faculty use their expertise and 
judgement to develop review criteria when selecting course materials.  
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Definition of OER:
Open Educational Resources (OER) are teaching, learning and research materials that are in the 

public domain or introduced with an open license. The nature of these open materials means 

that they are released under an intellectual property license that permits their free use and 

anyone can legally copy, use, adapt and re-share them freely without compensating the creator 

or rights holder.

OER can include courseware (e.g. textbooks, tests, tutorials); learning objects (e.g. supplemental 

and modular learning resources); and multimedia (e.g. audio, video, online animation) that 

may reside on diverse technical platforms. The production and maintenance of OER is 

typically funded by grants from government or philanthropies, venture capital, tuition or some 

combination of these.

While materials may require no initial cost to acquire one or more component, other 

components, such as a print version of a digital textbook, are available for purchase from either 

the OER creator, the college bookstore or online retailer.

 

There are always costs associated with producing, distributing, adopting and updating educational 

resources. Most OER is created under one of the following funding models:

•    Philanthropic-funded model: Private foundations or charitable organizations either fully-fund 

or provide partial grants to pay authors and faculty to create course materials. These course 

materials are typically offered at low cost (printed materials) or no cost (digital materials) to 

students. 

•    Publicly-funded model: OER produced at public institutions are paid for by funds appropriated 

by the legislature and production or curation and review is outsourced to commercial publishers, 

contractors or assigned to faculty. Typically, content is reviewed and certified by third-parties 

before being adopted for classroom use. These course materials are typically offered at low cost 

(printed materials) or no cost (digital materials) to students. 

•    Venture-funded model: Some for-profit technology companies use venture-capital funding to 

cover production costs and to rapidly grow their OER business. While course materials may be 

provided free to faculty, institutions that want to integrate these OER materials onto learning 

platforms or provide training for faculty/instructors in their use may be charged fees based on 

course enrollment. Students may be charged for these materials.

•    Commercially-integrated model: Commercial publishers often partner with education or 

technology non-profits to integrate OER into learning platforms. These course materials are 

typically offered at low cost to students. 

•    Self-funded (volunteer) model: Faculty, teachers or content enthusiasts create materials for 

use in their own classroom or for sharing with like-minded instructors. These materials are often 

made available “as is” with review for quality and accuracy left to the user. These course materials 

are typically offered at no cost to students. 

Although students may welcome free content, cost is just one factor faculty consider when 

selecting materials for a course.  A variety of factors, including price, quality, format, accessibility 

and availability of updates, etc. help them to determine which materials are the best option for 

achieving the best learning outcomes.
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Identifying Quality Content in Course Materials 

The effectiveness of course materials is dependent on the expertise of the individual(s) who create them 

and the skillfulness in which the material is presented. When selecting course materials – whether OER or 

commercially developed - faculty should determine if the materials meet quality standards, including:

•    Clearly articulated student learning objectives

•    Content that reflects existing scientific consensus around cognitive principles and pedagogy

•    Well-designed content that is engaging, relevant, and up-to-date 

•    Expertly sourced content that is comprehensive, accurate, objective, and reliable

•    Content that is free from bias and suitable for use with students from diverse cultural, gender, and 

linguistic backgrounds

•    Content that effectively supports explicit skill instruction (problem-solving, evaluating evidence, 

generating hypotheses, analyzing data, etc.)

•    Digital products based on instructional design principles for accessibility, usability and interoperability 

across systems and platforms

•    Student assessment and support materials that can be seamlessly integrated with a learning 

management system

When selecting course materials - especially those offered with no upfront cost– the following questions 

may be helpful in determining whether materials are sufficiently high quality to be considered for use. 

When downloading “freely available” content can you determine if the material is 
protected by copyright?

•    Is all of the content (e.g. photograph, art/graphical illustrations and text) licensed for free use, 

modification and sharing? 

 »    If this is not clear, seek legal or professional counsel on appropriate use.

•    Are there costs for using these materials other than personal use? 

 »    For example, there may be no cost for personal use but restrictions for use in other ways including 

within an academic institution. 

Are materials current?

•    Some course materials created with funding from grants or charitable donations may only be 

produced once. Is there a date listed so you can determine when the content was produced and/or last 

updated? 

•    Can you determine if the material will be updated or revised in the future?

•    Does the material reference the latest research?
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Are materials expertly authored and reviewed?

•    Are the author’s qualifications and expertise in the subject area listed?

•    Is the author associated with a reputable organization?

•    Is there an editor, faculty expert or contractor who has verified and fact checked the information?

•    Has the material been reviewed by a faculty expert, curriculum committee or course coordinator for 

potential bias and suitability or is determination of suitability left to the individual faculty member’s 

discretion?

 

Are materials recommended by people or organizations that you trust?

•    If the materials are new, can you examine the author’s or publisher’s track record?

 

Are supplementary materials available? Are study guides, tutorials, homework resources, 
tests and quizzes available to support the course materials?

•    Can supplementary materials be integrated with your institution’s learning platforms?

•    Is there a cost to students or to the institution either for acquiring supplementary materials or for 

integrating them within a learning management system?

Are the materials designed for all students?

•    Does the content incorporate features that help make it accessible to students with disabilities?

•    Does the publisher or OER provider offer a Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT)?

•    Has the publisher or OER provider identified supplementary materials that are accessible to students 

with disabilities?

Have materials been field-tested?

•    Have the materials been demonstrated to be effective in the university classroom?

Determining The Best Choice 
A variety of factors will ultimately determine the best choice of materials for your course.  The content 

itself, how expertly it is produced and how well it aligns with a course’s learning objectives, is key.  

How well materials help you achieve course goals – whether they be increasing student engagement, 

improving learning outcomes or increasing student retention – are also important criteria. Additionally, 

knowing who created materials, and how they were funded, can help faculty determine which materials 

best support the curriculum. The best choice is the one that meets your standard for affordable, 

sustainable, accessible and most important, quality course materials.
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